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Today’s presentation


Open Access






Institutional Repositories





What is open access?
Why do we care?
Examples
What are they?
DSpace

DSpaceUNM



What we did and why
What we learned – the real tales!

What is open access?




Open-access (OA) literature is digital, online,
free of charge, and free of most copyright and
licensing restrictions. (Peter Suber)
Authors retain control over the integrity of their
word and the right to be properly acknowledged
and cited. (Budapest Open Access Initiative)

Why is there an open access movement?





Cost of journals/publisher’s policies
New technologies/Google
Timeliness
Tax payer access

The two major open access strategies


Open access journals:




Usually include peer review as in traditional journals.
Various pricing models possible including author
fees or subsidies.

Institutional Repositories (IR’s):


Often self-archived by author. May include preprints
or postprints. Also disciplinary repositories like the
physics ArXiv. Usually include metadata elements
from Dublin Core.

Advantages for authors


Increases readability:




Kurtz (2004) found that restrictive access policies
cut the readership of journal articles by a factor of
two.

Increases impact:


Lawrence (2001) found that articles in computer
science that were freely available online were on
average cited 336% more often than other articles in
the same journals and conference proceedings. (This
is the seminal study, more followed.)

What are publisher’s self-archiving
policies?


Some use a color code to classify journals:
gold (provides OA to its research articles, without
delay),
 green (permits postprint archiving by authors), etc.




See Sherpa/Romeo databases.

How do you find open access articles?





Google and Google Scholar
Service Providers – these harvest Open Archive
Initiative compliant databases. Ex. OAISTER.
Add value such as clustering, citations, etc.
Open access and materials with persistent urls or
handles can be added to subject databases.

Two open access examples


PLoS Biology






Launched in 2003.
This journal uniquely blends the very best peerreviewed research with a comprehensive and
readable magazine section.
Had a first impact factor of 13.9.
It cost $10,000 per issue primarily funded by author
charges.

Two open access examples (cont.)


PubMed Central
Congress charged the National Library of Medicine
(NLM), a NIH Institute with preserving the nation’s
medical literature.
 (PMC) is the U.S. National Institutes of Health
(NIH) free digital archive of biomedical and life
sciences journal literature.
 Recently, PMC has received press due to the NIH
Enhanced Public Access Policy.


NIH Enhanced Public Access Policy







Requests that investigators deposit electronic
copies of final manuscripts resulting from NIHsupported research to PMC.
Submission of research to PMC can occur up to
12 months after the date of publication.
Policy start date is May 2, 2005.
Policy information: http://publicaccess.nih.gov/

Why is the Policy important?
It creates a stable archive of peer-reviewed,
NIH-funded research publications (PMC),
which:
helps NIH manage and understand research
portfolios, monitor scientific productivity, and set
research priorities.
 makes public funded research available to U.S.
taxpayers and to the world, furthering scientific
advances.


Open access in sum…







Commercial and some society publishers are pricing
themselves out of the market and restricting access to
publicly funded research.
Authors are beginning to take control of copyright and
distribution.
Technological solutions are being developed that allow
creative publishing options.
Governments and agencies are setting policies requiring
open access.
So what is UNM doing?

Institutional Repository
What is a Digital Institutional Repository?
“A university-based institutional repository is a set of services
that a university offers to the members of its community for the
management and dissemination of digital materials created by
the institution and its community members. It is most essentially
an organizational commitment to the stewardship of these digital
materials, including long-term preservation where appropriate, as
well as organization and access or distribution.”
Clifford A. Lynch,
"Institutional Repositories: Essential Infrastructure for
Scholarship in the Digital Age" ARL, no. 226 (February 2003): 17.

DSpace





DSpace is an open source product designed by
MIT and Hewlett –Packard Labs.
It can handle many kinds of digital items such as
articles and preprints, technical reports, working
papers, conference papers, E-theses, datasets,
images, audio files, video files, learning objects
and reformatted digital library collections
It captures, distributes, indexes, and preserves
digital items.

DSpace (cont.)






DSpace is easy to use. You use your web
browser to submit content and search or browse
its collections.
To submit content, you upload the file(s) and
add descriptive information including title,
author, publication information, and keywords.
This descriptive data is known as metadata.
To add your content, though, you must belong
to a DSpace community…

DSpaceUNM


Mid-2004




October 2004




Johann van Reenen (Assistant Dean for Research
and Instruction Services) secured local support
A UNM-wide committee formed to discuss policies
and procedures. (https://repository.unm.edu/handle/1928/287/)

DSpaceUNM launched in March 2005.

DSpace Structure






Communities, subcommunities, and collections
Create a community that is either an
organizational unit or a research group.
Create a collection of like items. Find a
collection administrator who will take care of
authorizing submitters.
Choose a review process. Decide on who can
submit.

Process






Library liaison and collection administrator
develop text to define the community and the
collection.
Dspace administrator sets up communities and
collections using this information and creates
the templates and authorizations.
Library liaison does training with collection
administrator and submitters.

Submission





Submitters need to own copyright to the
material and be able to sign a non-exclusive
license.
The material needs to be in a digital form.
Metadata needs to be considered, particularly
when there are multiple versions or item is part
of a series.

Some of our Communities and
Collections
https://repository.unm.edu
 Technical reports at electrical engineering.
 Law school exams
 Scanning electron microscope images
 Nepal Study Center
 Faculty research – libraries, biology, etc.

HSC Communities


Health Sciences Center Administration
Newsletter
 Personal research




General Clinical Research Center (GCRC)
Newsletter
 Research




HSLIC Faculty Publication Collection


JMLA Supplement

Now the real tales… How do you
actually make all this work?



Installation and maintenance
Marketing Strategies
‘Elevator Pitch’
 Scholarly Communication Symposium




Lessons learned
Sustainability
 Staffing
 Cost (indirect)


Installation and Maintenance





Dspace is usually run on a linux server.
It is written in java.
It is open source.
There is no help desk.

Marketing Strategies







Need to get buy in at the top
Meet with Deans and Chairs
Present at various symposia and meetings
Use liaisons to departments to make
connections
Try to get a commitment from an administrative
assistant to run program in department with the
library liaison

Elevator Pitch







It provides a permanent home (and url) for your
intellectual output or organizational documents.
It can be easily located through search engines
or harvesters.
It increases access and readership.
It showcases the university.

UNM Scholarly Communication Awareness








We hold the Annual Scholarly Symposium which brings
in national speakers to focus on issues. Poster Session
highlights success stories.
We maintain the Crisis in Scholarly Communication
webpage.
We work with faculty to understand copyright issues
and how to modify contracts with publishers.
We’ve formed the NIH Policy Task Force to help
Faculty comply with the Policy.

Lessons learned







You need a commitment of time from systems
people and librarians as well as the institution.
There will be increasingly storage needs.
It takes more time than you think.
Content recruitment can be a tough sell.
Authors may not be the ones who will input
content.

Questions?
Thank you!

